NOTICE OF PROPOSED PROCUREMENT
(NPP) 19-696
EXTERNAL RESOURCES
PURPOSE OF THIS NOTICE:
Export Development Canada (EDC), per its obligations under Chapter Five of the Canadian Free Trade
Agreement (CFTA) and Chapter Thirteen of the Canada-European Union (EU) Comprehensive Economic and
Trade Agreement (CETA), is announcing that it is undertaking a Qualifications Process (QP).
This Notice of Proposed Procurement is to update the rosters of EDC’s Suppliers who provide Individual
Consultants and/or Temporary Help under its External Resources Qualifications Process (QP). There are six
(6) Service Streams under this QP that will be evaluated separately. Proponents may bid on any or all of the
service streams within their submission, but must clearly specify to which service streams they are
responding.
1. STREAM 1: Program & Project Management Services
Includes but is not limited to Program or Project Management frameworks and practices used to
manage small to large complex projects or a group of projects under a program. These services will
assist with managing the delivery of software elements, new and changed business models, and
overall changes to organizational structure and capabilities.
2. STREAM 2: Information, Business Analysis & Architect Services
Includes but is not limited to improving the quality of service being delivered in Business Operations
and Information Technology through the analysis of business requirements, data and the enterprise
architecture of business applications and solutions as well as the Integration and Testing of new
solutions.
3. STREAM 3: Technical Services
Includes but is not limited to the Technical Development, Testing, Implementation and Support of
new and enhanced software solutions and systems.
4. STREAM 4: Specialist Technical Knowledge
Includes but is not limited to Services and skills specific to integration, reporting, Off the Shelf
software services and Applications
5. STREAM 5: Change Management Services
Includes but not limited to the management of change and development within a business
6. STREAM 6: Specialized Consulting Services
Including but is not limited to services that provide professional advice to an organization to achieve
a company objective or a project.

POTENTIAL SUPPLIERS
Should potential suppliers of these services wish to be included in this process, they must complete a “Letter
of Interest” (as detailed below). Without exception, suppliers that do not submit letters of interest will not
be considered in the Qualifications Process.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SUBMISSION OF A “LETTER OF I NTEREST”
The letter of interest must identify “NPP # 19-696 – External Resources”. Letters may be provided in either
official language however the Supplier should be advised that its response may be required to be translated
in order to be assessed and EDC reserves the right to rely upon its translation as the basis for this
assessment.
Letters of Interest must identify the supplier’s:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Legal name
Mailing address
Telephone number
Website/URL
Contact (to coordinate receipt of the Non-Disclosure Agreement and QP)
Contact’s email address

Letters of Interest must be received by EDC by mail or by electronic mail (npp@edc.ca) before 1:00 p.m.
Ottawa Time on March 20, 2019. Upon receipt of the letter of interest, a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA)
will be issued to the supplier, who upon execution of the NDA will be entitled to receive the QP
documentation.
The QP is scheduled to be released the week of March 21, 2019.
EDC may, in its sole and absolute discretion, change the foregoing dates and times upon prior written notice
to the potential suppliers.

QP EVALUATION CRITERIA:
(Criteria and their associated weights are estimates and are subject to change at the discretion of EDC.)
Each Service Stream will be evaluated separately using the following rated evaluation criteria.
1. Corporate Capability

20%

2. Resource Management

30%

3. Account Management

30%

4. Security Clearance

10%

5. Client References

10%

NON-DISCLOSURE AGREEMENT:
All participants in any subsequent QP process will be required to sign EDC’s Non-Disclosure Agreement
without amendment prior to receiving the QP documentation. Additionally, if deemed applicable by EDC,
participants will be required to enter into a more detailed Agreement to ensure compliance with the
requirements of the Privacy Act, should they be awarded the contract at the completion of the QP process.
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GENERAL:
EDC reserves the right to contact the referenced organizations for the selected provider as part of a
subsequent QP process.
EDC reserves the right to satisfy itself of the financial viability of the selected provider as part of a
subsequent QP process.
All documents and other deliverables provided in response to this NPP become the property of EDC.
This NPP and any submission received in response thereto, any associated QP and proposal submitted in
response thereto, and all related agreements, including a confidentiality agreement and services agreement,
will be interpreted and governed by the laws of the Province of Ontario and federal laws of Canada
applicable therein.
EDC has issued this NPP in order to solicit information from potential Service Providers. EDC assumes no
liability, responsibility or obligation whatsoever to any Service Provider with respect to any aspect of this
NPP. EDC has no obligation to reimburse or in any way compensate any Service Provider for expenses
incurred in connection with its receipt, review or response to this NPP or in connection with the negotiation
of a confidentiality agreement, services agreement, or otherwise.

BACKGROUND – EDC:
EDC is a Crown Corporation that provides financing and risk management services to Canadian exporters
and investors in up to 200 markets worldwide.
Founded in 1944, EDC is financially self-sufficient and operates on commercial principles.
Additional detailed information on EDC’s services, organization, policies and financial operations is located
on EDC’s website at www.edc.ca.
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